
LIGHT IN THE DARK  -    Responses by yogis I respect regarding our post election world.   Where 
is the light?  How do we move forward?   
 
 
ESTRELLA MARO           SOFTENING EGO 
Yoga teacher, Retired Profesor of Education   - Holguin, Cuba 
 
Mary le envio mi pensamiento de como podemos ser, tener y dar luz 
La felicidad y la armonia de la Tierra se ve derrumbada por la serpiente venenosa del"  yo" animada en la 
mente humana 
A consecuencia de mirar para si surge la no consideracion a los demas 
El orgullo es el endurecimiento del" yo" y este orgullo es oscuridad no deja pasar la luz 
Derretir todo ese" yo"produce alegria, que se posesiona en nuestro corazon y nos pone a tono con la 
verdad, despertando nuestra luz interior para salir de la oscuridad. 
Un abrazo para todos 
 
Mary I send you my reflections on how we can be, how we can hold and give light to all. 
The happiness and harmony of the earth is destroyed by the venemous serpent of “I/ego” , cultivated in 
the human mind. 
Seeing its rise has consequences for everyone else.    
Pride is a hardening of the ego and this pride creates the darkness that will not let the light enter.    
When this melts away, joy results. This joy, we have in our hearts and it can tune us in to the truth, 
awakening our interior light from the darkness obscuring it.   
A hug for everyone. 
 (MP - rough translation) 
 
 
VLADIMIR FERREIRO GONZALES   -    LIGHT of the HEART 
Yoga teacher  - Habana, Cuba 
 
Namasté 
Querida Mary y comunidad yoga: 
Siento que a pesar de aparentes contrastes en este mundo todos somos parte de una comunidad de yoga 
internacional. Siento además que hay los opuestos de este mundo, y la oscuridad no es más que el 
preámbulopara la luz. Siento que la luz emana del corazón, esa inagotable fuente de paz, amor, compasión, 
perdón, humildad, respeto, y también de valentia interior, comprensión y sobre todo de dicha. Seamos 
capaces de mirar la luz que emana del corazón e inspiremos así a nuestros semejantes y así a toda la vida 
de este universo a buscar la luz que está presente ahora, aquí. Debemos abordar el momento presente, sin 
escapar, sin refugiarnos en los temores y las dudas,comprendamos que son estados pasajeros de la mente 
y formas que expresan la pequeñez de nuestros egos. Debemos trascender, debemospracticar mucho, 
mucho yoga, debemos meditar, si, con humildad, con respeto y con amor. Y por favor, evitemos la 
violencia, si podemos amar nuestras propias limitaciones la vida siempre nos sonreirá. 
 
Namaste  
Dear Mary and the Yoga Community:  I feel that in spite of the apparent differences in this world we are 
all part of one international yoga community.   I feel as well that that within these apparent worldly 
opposites, the dark is merely a preamble for the light.   I feel that the light emanates from the heart, and is 
an inexhaustible fountain of peace, love, compassion, forgiveness, humility, respect and also source of  
inner bravery, understanding and, above all, happiness.  We are capable of watching the light emanate 
from the heart and in this way we inspire our seeds to seek the light that is present now, right here all our 



life, all over this universe.   We need to approach this present moment without running away, without 
hiding in fear and doubt…we understand that these are passing moments in the mind and formations that 
express the littleness of our egos.   We need to transcend this, we need to practice a lot, a lot of yoga, we 
need to meditate, yes, with humility and with respect and love.  And please, let’s avoid violence - if we 
can love our own limitations,  life will always smile at us.    (more or less – MP) 
 
 
IONE IRAZABAL           PERFECT IMPERFECTIONS 
Yoga teacher, Actress      Madrid, Spain 
 
La ciudad llena de ruido, la prisa, caminas , debes hacer un esfuerzo por no sentirte molesta, Un coche 
con la ventanilla abierta pasa a tu lado y se escucha una canción de moda  en inglés, no entiendes toda la 
letra ,solo unas palabras, dice algo así; Give your all to  me , I will give my all to you, love all your 
perfects imperfections. El coche se aleja, solo quedan estas palabras Perfect  imperfections, clavadas en tu 
cabeza .Será el mantra del dia. Lo abrazas todo.  A veces es bueno no entenderlo todo! 
 
The city full of noise, the rush, you walk, you must make an effort not to feel annoying, A car with the 
open window goes by your side and you hear a fashionable song in English, you do not understand the 
whole letter, just a few words, It says something like that; Give your all to me, I will give my all to you, 
love all your perfects imperfections. The car goes away, only these words, Perfect imperfections, remain 
in your head. It will be the mantra of the day. You embrace it all. Sometimes it's good not to understand 
everything! 
 
JOSE JULIO RUBIO  CRUZ   LUZ en OSCURIDAD 
Yoga Teacher    Abhyasa Yoga   Holguin, Cuba 
 
Cada mañana me levanto muy temprano para hacer mis ejercicios de respiración y más que todo 
agradezco a la naturaleza, que al final es parte del Universo o el Universo mismo, por el aire que respiro, 
por el prana que me nutre, por la oscuridad de la madrugada que me permite ver las estrellas. La luz está 
ahí, solo hay que encontrarla. 
Después, antes de sentarme a  meditar, tomo refugio en las tres gemas divinas y doy gracias a los 
Maestros que aligeraron el camino y me han traído hasta aquí donde estoy. A mi “Guru” interior por todos 
los esfuerzo, sacrificios y sufrimientos que hemos vivido juntos y han sido su herramienta para mostrarme 
el camino. Por escogerme a mí para ser su encarnación es esta existencia. 
Luego medito en silencio por una hora, al finalizar, metta por todos los que sufren en cualquier lugar de 
mundo material e inmaterial, por los animales y todos los seres vivos, por los que son felices sin dañar a 
otros.   Le pido a mi “Guru” interior que me permita ser hoy su ciervo, su mensajero, su conducto y me 
dote de las cualidades y facultades necesarias para hacer mi servicio del día con humildad, bondad, 
compasión y verdad. 
Finalmente deseo que todos compartan la alegría de servir, de cooperar y de ayudar. Y que ponga la Luz 
en mis manos para llevarla delante de mí, para iluminar el camino desde mi oscuridad a todos los que 
encuentre a mi paso.   La luz está ahí, abramos los ojos mi miremos al prójimo para encontrarla, y cunado 
la encuentres no la pongas delante de ti para que vean tu rostro, porque puede que te ciegue y pierdas el 
rumbo.   Cuando crezco espiritualmente, mejora la parte del Universo que me ha tocado por herencia. 
Shanti, de Abhyasa Yoga Hlg. 
José J Rubio Cruz, Holguín, Cuba    To Be tranalated when I have a mo!   Desculpame! 
 
 
 
 



TRACI JOY BURLEIGH    ESSENTIAL TO DOs  
Yoga teacher, Ayurved, and health educator   - San Francisco, CA  
www.artsofbalance.com 
www.bernalyoga.com 
 
Ritual. Spending time visioning.  
Metering time talking about the shit storms to “just enough”.  
More ritual. Really, so nourishing.  
Cooking, and eating my food with respect and gratitude for the plenty.  
Getting my hands dirty - reminding me this is a cycle that will shift, and yet, I govern many cycles too 
and can influence by being pro-active.  
Baths.  
Talking with, being silent with friends.  
Donating time and money to things I believe in.  
Playing with my dog.  
Sweating, moving my body. Being held by the vastness of yoga. Going, being upside down.  
Using my teaching as activism - being louder, bolder, more courageous in my encouragement.  
Listening to Leonard Cohen, and other musical magicians.  
Having sex.  
I know we are a small speck of the universe, don’t get overworked up.  
I know our problems are collective, and that my participation (and not) affects the outcome.  
Do something everyday.  
Use anger to direct action with purpose.  
Use vulnerability to direct love with purpose.  
 
 
 
ANGELA STEVENS       KEEP CALM AND CARRY ON! 
Yoga Teacher   -  Tunbridge Wells, Kent, UK 
www.angela-stevens.co.uk 
 
Light in the Dark: 
I am feeling now as I think my parents must have felt in the mid-1930s when I was born – a feeling of 
uncertainty and change and a fear for the next generation.  However, I have survived and my generation 
adjusted and adapted to the circumstances and a so-called Golden Age followed those awful years (which 
it probably wasn’t, but we view it with nostalgia) 
The circumstances we find ourselves in now in the US, in Europe, and here in the UK are, we hope, not so 
dire but it is easy to feel fear and apprehension because it is all uncertain – the status quo has been upset – 
but maybe we need to look with new eyes.   Throughout history parents have feared for their children 
because the parents find it difficult to come out of their comfort zone and embrace the new developments 
of each generation.    As I view the future from my standpoint, at my age, I cannot  see far into the future 
for myself but am trying to see it from the standpoint of my children and grandchildren who are following 
me and who are, I trust,  rising to the challenge.     They will take it in their stride as every generation 
behind them has done.   May we all be enabled to bridge these turbulent times with hope and optimism  - 
remember the WWII poster Keep Calm and Carry On! 
 
 
 
JILL SATTERFIELD     THE NEW PARADIGM 
Yoga Teacher  -  Berkeley, CA      



www.vajrayoga.com 
 
What do we do with the shock and awe of our country turning towards, what many of us feel to be, a very 
scary and dangerous path?  
 
Initially, we feel, we grieve, we gather and talk and cry and sit together in collective numbness and 
disbelief. Slowly as the dust and debris settle enough to see more clearly, we can brush ourselves off and 
look around – see what needs to be done, what needs to be supported, and what exactly is at stake. 
 
We have enormous opportunities right now –those of us who have been reaching deeply within and 
reflecting, examining and studying our minds, hearts and bodies have this capacity to not be scared or 
flattened by tragedy, at least for very long – and we need to step up now. 
 
This time is what we have been practicing for. We can be the holders of calm within the storm, clarity 
within the confusion – at least we know how to recall these states back when they have gone. We are 
called to walk forward into any fire we see and not lose ourselves completely in the fight. We can do this 
together and we can do this without losing ourselves in the process. 
 
Maybe we are sparked by the anger of injustice, but this anger need not consume us. Feel it, use its 
strength, let it move through the body and heart. Stand firmly and resolutely and say no. Hold to values 
that are so deep – that our lineage holders have touched into taught us and guided us towards - inherit 
them and own them more fully now. Stand in front of the countless other holders of wisdom; the others 
whom have fiercely protected us long before we were aware.  
 
We are the lineage holders now, and can shift the socially active paradigm – by holding truths and 
standing up and fighting for what we believe in, but not being consumed by the negative and archaically 
closed down minds contracted by fear that are coming into power. They’ve been here before. We are here 
now. 
 
It is our time, and it’s why our mats and cushions are so worn in.  
 
Let’s rise up, continue to feel the feelings, re-find our center over and over again, re-focus and remember 
why we have practiced so long and diligently in the first place: to see things as they are, extract wisdom 
from that and take compassionate action where needed. 
 
 
 
 
EDGAR ORTIZ            REAL HUMAN-NESS 
Yoga Teacher, Story teller extraordinaire   - San Jose, Costa Rica 
www.yoga-mandir.com 
 
Dear Mary, I received your email on my last days in India, and I was just thinking about your question, 
and about the meaning for me to be in India. Once I heard someone saying: "If you want to study yoga, 
you can go to India, or you can go to Europe, or California and have, also great teachers!, and at the same 
time have drinkable water, that you probably wont get in India, so...". This words meant, probably, that 
there are good yoga teachers in many places, and I agree, but.... Then I wonder, "what I get from India", 
"what do I learn here", "why do I feel home in this place". Its probably a feeling that its difficult to put in 
words, taking a bath in sacred Ganges, walking in the Himalayas, connecting with the sadhus in the 
streets. I sat under a banyon tree and saw a man eating a piece of bread, he was a sadhu, that means "holy 



man", or "good man". I approach him and offer him a couple of apples I had with me. He accepted the 
first one, when I offer the second one he said: "one its ok, I don’t need more", I didn’t understand, and I 
insisted "you can keep it for later". Then he proceed: "no, I don’t need for later thanks". This is what I 
really learn from India. It can mean a few things, and also nothing. For me its an example of detachment, 
simplicity, presence in the moment, non greediness. Now, I must be honest about the whole story. When I 
came back to my country, Costa Rica, a week ago, it just finish the biggest storm in our country in the last 
150 years, hurricane Otto. We where lucky just around 10 people died, but thousands lost houses, work, 
everything. I was able to see through social network how people collaborated, with food, money, time, 
cloths, everything for all those affected by the hurricane, the whole country was helping. Gave me hope in 
our society, gave me hope in humanity. I realize I can also learn some much from people back 
home.  People don’t really need to be yogis to have compassion, we just need to be really human.  
 
 
ANN DYER           COMMUNICATIONS  
Yoga Teacher, Jazz Musician    Oakland, CA 
www.m-yoga.org 
 
I’ll share a story with you that just happened this morning: 
 
"I was sitting outside Cole Coffee this morning enjoying the beautiful morning.  There was a middle-aged 
African American woman at the table next to mine with whom I was exchanging a few pleasantries when 
an elderly white man walking down the sidewalk stopped to talk to the young white transgender man 
wearing a “Black Lives Matters” t-shirt seated to her right.  The older man, who was probably in his 80s, 
enquired if he could ask the younger man a question, to which the guy said, sure.  “Can you explain to me 
what Black Life Matters is?” he asked, in total earnest. The young man gave him a very short, clear, and 
beautifully crafted introductory description of the movement. The elderly man responded with many 
thoughtful questions like:  “how long has it been around?,”   " is it nationwide?,”   " does it have a 
leader?”  which the young man gladly answered.  As they were talking, the African American woman 
next to me was showing more and more interest in their exchange. The elderly man noticed and asked if 
she would like to join the conversation.  She replied, “very much, you see, this has deeply touched my 
own, personal life — my son was killed by the police in 2005.”  She went on to explain the circumstances 
of her son’s murder, and her regrets, not only about his death but about her own naiveté in the handling of 
his case because she herself was lacking awareness about the issue. I was listening as the three of them 
were talking freely, respectfully, with great sympathy when, unfortunately, I had to get up and leave for 
class.  It was a brief moment, but a heartening one, to see that these kinds conversations are not only 
possible, but do happen — sometimes by chance, if we’re ready for them. “ 
 
 
SARAH POWERS:    SACRED NO!  
Yoga teacher  -  Bay Area and Beyond! 
www.sarahpowers.com 
    
I am feeling the inextricable connection between my daily commitment to upend the roots of 
complacency, and how this is needed in the political realm now as well—both the personal and the 
interpersonal arenas being one field of awakening, each needing daily care…uncovering my own 
compassion and insight, spreading this into my cells, extending it to my communities—while also 
speaking out against the forces of greed, hatred and delusion around us…being fierce in my actions of 
body speech and mind. Now more than ever we need to protect our humanitarian values with a Sacred NO 
as the I CHING calls it—resisting destructive energies with wise action such as we witnessed at Standing 
Rock. 



 
TY POWERS:    POST ELECTION THOUGHTS 
Integral Coach and Co-director of the Insight Yoga Institute www.insightyogainstitute.com 
Bay Area and Beyond! 
 
Post election thoughts….. 
In reading the posts of others I greatly respect, something struck me as deeply troubling in one of the 
commentaries, and I’ve heard this particular commentary expressed elsewhere. In equating the frightened 
and dismayed feelings of conservatives during the election of the first African American president (with 
all that represented for our country with its deep and problematic racial roots) with the current feelings of 
progressives (and many conservatives) about the election of Donald Trump is a dangerous equivalency, 
along the lines of one or two ‘scientists’ claiming global warming is a hoax against the 100 peer reviewed 
studies declaring it’s certainty. It’s not an equal argument. False equivalencies are dangerous because they 
have the insidious effect of normalizing certain arguments as equal. Though we may share the same pain, 
to normalize those pains without attending to their motivations is the danger. As the Tibetan Buddhist 
teachings say, everything rests on the tip of our motivation. 
 
The values and spirit of Barak Obama’s election, no matter your political persuasion, were not designed to 
divide, or to stir our basest instincts. To equate his election with Mr. Trump’s gives the two situations 
equal moral footing. They are not. As is clear by the president elects choices and rhetoric, the forces of 
greed, hatred and delusion, spoken of as the three poisons in Buddhism, are a means to an end rather than 
afflictions to be reckoned with. 
 
We progressives are suffering in a much different way this time than conservatives who suffered during 
President Obama’s election. This time it’s not just political ideology, it’s about the fear that the power of 
any objective truth or value is being deemed simply subjective, it’s about lies casually and cynically 
presented as facts for self serving purposes, about the willful and glib absence of compassion, about 
blame for the countries ills being laid at the wrong doorstep. It’s about the ‘Birther’ movement 
unapologetically promoted by Trump, about 62 million voters not caring that they voted for someone who 
tells provable lies, who cheats and divides, about crass and cruel behavior being acceptable as long as it’s 
in service to ‘our' side. This is a danger of the highest degree, and this is why I am grieving, and why it’s 
not the same, not because the other ‘ideology’ won this election. 
 
 
MICHELLE MARLAHAN   BASIC SELF CARE     
Yoga Teacher   -  Sacramento, CA     
www.itsallyoga.com 
 
The first week after the election, I couldn't bear the thought of teaching, and I didn't know how my 
colleagues were doing it. I certainly didn't feel capable of holding space in around, let alone saying 
anything coherent about the state of the world. By my Sunday class, I felt more grounded and it's actually 
been wonderful to be with everyone since then. 
 
The main thing for me personally and what I've been sharing with the community is just going back to 
basic self-care. The only way we as spirits get to do this work in the world is through the body. So it 
becomes more critical for us to care for the body so that we are rested, able, clear and ready to DO the 
work of spirit when it is time. Basics like sleep, good food and nourishment, nature, friends and loved 
ones, and of course, practice. 
 
I like the idea of caring for the body in a way that supports and  maximizes my strengths, resilience, and 



clarity so that I am ready when I get my assignments. 
 
ALSO:  
http://www.itsallyoga.com/come-as-you-are/ 
http://www.itsallyoga.com/a-hard-truth/ 
http://www.itsallyoga.com/body-wants-healthy/ 
 
RICHARD ROSEN        BIG PICTURE…. 
Yoga Teacher, Author  - Berkeley, CA      
www.richardrosenyoga.com 
 
In the short term, my advice is for everyone to remember that we live in what's called a democracy, which 
means that sometimes we get our way and sometimes we don't (especially if the FBI sticks its nose into 
the election at the last minute). we can now get an inkling of what many people felt eight years ago when 
Barack was elected. why do we think our fear and trepidation is anymore "real" than theirs?  
 
then for the long-term, google jean gebser and read about the long road traveled so far by human 
consciousness, beginning with the archaic, through the magic, mythic, and finally to the current mental. 
western civilization is today bumping up against the latter's defective expression, a dead end called 
mental-rational consciousness. this structure, with its rigid ego and blinkered "perspective" is breaking 
down and the new integral mutation is emerging. did you imagine that the appearance of yoga in the west 
in the 20th century was just a random event? there are no doubt difficult times ahead, but real change is 
usually not easy, and the change ahead of us is the most difficult but the truest of all, a change in 
consciousness. krishnamurti called it the "only revolution." as far as i can tell from the mailing list many 
of the people named thereon are doing exactly what needs to be done, teaching yoga and other 
transformative practices and so providing people with the tools they need to grease the wheels of the 
coming mutation. 
 
there is one problem though. the emerging western yoga is being shackled by the past. i've no doubt gone 
on far longer than Mary would like so i'll just say this. the infinite consciousness that permeates every 
atom in the multiverse isnt "sacred" and has no need for worship of any kind. it asks just one simple thing 
of every one of us: that we live our lives to the fullest, experience every emotion, thought, fantasy, etc. 
directly, deeply, and then let it pass through us just as light passes through a pane of glass. this is the 
"openness" that yoga strives for.  
 
PATTY HIROTA-COHEN            PRACTICE 
Activist, Dancer, Yoga Teacher  - Oakland, CA        
 
Practice in community. Practice for  the welfare of all beings, barring none. Peacefully resist 
injustice.  Now, more than ever. 
 
 
 
MARK SINGLETON       YOUTH  
Yoga teacher, scholar and author  -  Galway, Eire 
 
I'm not sure I have any words of wisdom, but I'd say it's time for people to be telling their kids the real 
story of what goes on in the world. A generation of awake, focused and outraged people who see beyond 
the lies and the Xboxes might be our only hope. 
 



 
MAGGIE NORTON        SANCTUARIES AND VOICES OF HOPE 
Yoga Teacher 
Maggie Norton Yoga on Facebook 
yogamendocino.org 
 
The teachings we offer are more vital than ever for ourselves, our students, our communities....a way to 
find the deep quiet and connection in the midst of whatever wise action we may also feel moved to take, 
to truly find wise engagement as well as an essential place to restore heart ,body, mind and spirit in the 
face of such suffering, confusion and fear, and the sense of despair that many are dealing with.  
We had a good discussion at the Yoga Mendocino board of directors meeting (that happened to be not 
long after the election) about the importance of a place of refuge, of sanctuary. I have wondered about 
somehow offering specific classes for activists. 
Personally, I'm trying to balance the amount of news detail I take in with keeping some kind of day-to-day 
'normalcy' together and my practice, and at the same time donating more than usual to environmental and 
political action\ social justice organizations (ACLU, 350.org, NRDC, Southern Poverty Law Center etc as 
well as maintaining contributions to Doctors Without Borders and some local shelters, food bank etc). I 
certainly plan to be part of the march in January in San Francisco .  Of course I realize what a privilege it 
is to have any sense of being able to keep some normalcy at this time and I think that contrast is only 
going to get greater.  
I am inspired by the fact that there seems to be a tremendous amount of energy in resistance to the new 
regime. I hope it can be well coordinated and effective. There are some extraordinary courageous, smart, 
energetic people in this country. I listened in to a conference call with Bill McKibben and folks from a 
variety of social justice groups shortly after the election and was inspired to see a mix of folks in terms of 
race and age considering the best way to come together and approach the huge challenges we face. I'm 
also inspired by the fact that apparently there's being a huge increase in donations to nonprofits nationally. 
The ongoing widespread invitations to march on inauguration day ,to join action groups etc are 
encouraging... 
Out of the deep well of non separation comes wise action that is not based on fear or anger.  
 
 


